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Charity Congregations and the civil law
- Vicarious liability

‣ Vicarious liability
‣ an unexpected journey?
‣ Why is it important for you?

‣ Linking in:
‣ Charity law
‣ Canon law

VICARIOUS LIABILITY:
‣ Vicarious Liability is not a tort but a rule of responsibility which renders the
defendant liable for torts committed by another.
‣ History – industrial revolution

‣ “The policy objective underlying vicarious liability is to ensure, insofar as it
is fair, just and reasonable, that liability for tortious wrong is borne by a
defendant with the means to compensate the victim…
‣ .…it is for the courts to identify the policy reasons why it is fair, just and
reasonable to impose vicarious liability and to lay down the criteria that must
be shown to be satisfied in order to establish vicarious liability” (Lord Philips,
Various Claimants 2012)
‣ The criteria “…on the move…”

VICARIOUS LIABILITY: An unexpected journey?

‣ “…vicarious liability is not a static concept and has
adjusted over the centuries to provide just solutions to the
challenges of changing times. And times are still achanging…We need to adapt to the current demands
(Ward LJ 2012 E v English Province of Our Lady of Charity)

VICARIOUS LIABILITY:
‣ The double test:
‣ First, there must be a sufficiently close relationship between the
person (tortfeasor) and the employer/institution. Is it capable of
giving rise to vicarious liability?
‣ Second, there must be a closeness of connection between that
relationship and the person’s acts.
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Formerly , to satisfy the first stage, actual employment was necessary.
It is now sufficient to show that the relationship is one that is
‘akin to employment’.
The court will now look at the overall character and context of the
relationship between a tortfeasor and the organisation to determine whether
vicarious liability could exist.
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Lord Phillip’s 5 tests for ”fair just and reasonable to impose vicarious liability
on an employer:
1. Em’or more likely to have the means to compensate or insured
2. Tort committed as a result of employee undertaking activity on behalf of
employer
3. Em’ee activity part of business activity of em’or
4. Em’or by employing the em’ee to carry out the task creates the risk
5. Em’ee under control of em’or.
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In relation to the second limb of the test, the SC has decided that where there
is a strong connection between what the employer is asking the person to
do and the wrongful act, so that the employer significantly increased the risk
of harm by putting the person in that position, vicarious liability attaches.
(and joint vicarious liability between defendants “to be shared…”)
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Lord Reed:
- Wealth is not in itself a ground for imposing liability (factor 1)
- Control by itself is unlikely to be a factor (factor 5)
Focus is on “integration” guided by the remaining 3 factors:
2. Tort committed as a result of employee undertaking activity on behalf of employer
3. Em’ee activity part of business activity of em’or
4. Em’or by employing the em’ee to carry out the task creates the risk
…and the synthesis with vicarious liability test 2 – “risk of causing harm”
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Close connection test of Lister is still the correct test. Two stages;
1. What functions or “fields of activities” have been entrusted to the
employee – to be interpreted broadly
2. Was there a sufficient connection between those functions and the
wrongful conduct – matter of fact
Employee behaviour wrong but in the “field of activities” assigned to him i.e.
the “serving and helping customers” and unbroken sequence of events.
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- medical examination performed
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Boundaries have expanded.
Where next for vicarious
liability?
Another journey to the SC?

“alleged sexual abuse inextricably interwoven with the carrying out
by the doctor of his duties pursuant to his engagement with the
bank”

VICARIOUS LIABILITY: An unexpected journey?
Discussion

‣
‣
‣
‣
‣

“fair just and reasonable” and “on the move”
Retrospective strict liability
Understanding your structures – past and present
The dangers of judicial interpretation
Recoveries

Charity law aspects of
safeguarding

Presented by Robert Meakin
13 March 2018

Charity Law Aspects of Safeguarding

Key Points
•

Structure of the RC Church and its charities.

•

Safeguarding implications resulting from those structures.

•

Conflicts of interest.

•

Using charity funds to defend claims.

•

Charity Commission role in safeguarding.

Charity Law Aspects of Safeguarding

Oxfam – The New Safeguarding Crisis

•

Catholic charities operating overseas.

•

Increased focus on Safeguarding by the Charity Commission.

•

Vulnerable adults.

Charity Law Aspects of Safeguarding

Structures: Canon Law / Civil Law

Canon Law Structure /
Canon Law / RC
Church
Religious Order
Diocese

Charity
Charity Law /
Charity Commission

Charity Law Aspects of Safeguarding

For example:
Current position
Civil Law Charity

But could be…
Charity

Diocese
Parishes

Diocese
Charity

Charity

Charity

Parish

Parish

Parish

Charity Law Aspects of Safeguarding

The Catholic Church - A Complex Structure

Charity Law Aspects of Safeguarding

Structures – A Church Charity?
•

Key Issues – Public or private jurdic person, control, ecclesiastical goods.

•

Catholic Church Charity – Diocese, religious orders.

•

Catholic Charity – Hospitals, schools?

•

Non-Catholic Charity – SVP, HCPT.

Charity Law Aspects of Safeguarding

Why Does It Matter?
•

Church reputation.

•

Liability – Vicarious liability resulting from control.

•

Ownership of property.

•

Control of orthodox doctrines.

Charity Law Aspects of Safeguarding

Structural Change:
The Conflict of Interests Problem
Ealing Abbey / School – The Carlile Report
Abbey Trust
• Previously the
Abbey Trust
and the
School all in
one Trust.

School
• Majority of independent
Governors.
• Abbot from the Abbey nor any
monastic member the chair.
• No power by the Monks to appoint
and remove Governors.
• Previously all Monks.

Charity Law Aspects of Safeguarding

Legal Effect of Restructuring to Hive off
Charitable Activities into a Separate
Charity from a Religious Order
Religious
Order
Charity.
•
•
•
•

Control?

Apostolic Charitable
Activities Charity /
School, Hospital etc.

Power to appoint/remove Trustees?
Vicarious liability? Agency?
Separate?
Property?

Charity Law Aspects of Safeguarding

Implications of Control by the Church
•

Potential liability through vicarious liability.

•

Not fault based but whether the court thinks it is fair and reasonable to
impose liability.

•

Control could be through the power to appoint and remove trustees.

•

Could the solution be to align the power of appointment and removal of
trustees to purely doctrinal issues connected to the status of “Catholic”?

Charity Law Aspects of Safeguarding

Is control by an Ecclesiastical Authority
Necessary?
Yes in the case of a Catholic Church Charity.
Canon 129(1):
“Those who have received sacred orders are qualified, according to the
norm of the prescripts of the law, for the power of governance, which
exists in the Church by divine institution and is also called the power of
Jurisdiction.”

Charity Law Aspects of Safeguarding

Can Lay People be Trustees?
Canon 129(2):
“Lay members of the Christian Faithful can co-operate in the exercise of
this same power according to the norm of the law.”
•
•
•
•
•

Vatican II and other canons suggest otherwise.
No issue in the case of (non-Church) Catholic Charities.
Is C.129 about doctorial orthodoxy rather than business skills?
Canon law specifies several offices of governance for the charity are these
exceptions or the rule?
Lay trustees (or a majority) should be RC under Charity law.

Charity Law Aspects of Safeguarding

Example
•

Well known “Catholic” international NGO.

•

Vatican offered it “Pious Foundation” status.

•

Involved amending the objects, governance and power of dissolution to
allow for more control by the international body which was itself controlled
by the Vatican.

Charity Law Aspects of Safeguarding

Fiduciary Duty of Charity Trustees:
Conflicts
•
•
•

•

Duty to protect charity property.
Duty to act as ordinary prudent men of business.
Conflict of interests:
– Order / Bishop / Charity Trustee?
– Pastoral Care of abused.
– Pastoral Care of Abuser?
– Charity trustee duties to property?
Authorisation / management of conflicts in the governing document or by
the Charity Commission?

Charity Law Aspects of Safeguarding

Using Charity Funds to Defend Claims
Is it in furtherance of the charity’s purposes?

Insurance
YES
Dubious Claim:
Reputation at stake.
Duty to RO Member.

No
Cannot use
charity funds
unless
authorised ex
gratia payment
by Charity
Commission.

Power to Settle
S.15(1)(f)
Trustee Act
1925 if litigation
pursues charity
in respect of the
claim.

Charity Law Aspects of Safeguarding

Ex Gratia Claims
Ex gratia payment means:
•

Moral obligation to make the payment; but

•

No legal obligation to; and

•

Trustees cannot justify the payments are in the interests of the charity.

Charity Law Aspects of Safeguarding

Ex Gratia Claims
•

Re Snowden [1970] – Charity trustees could make a payment where it could fairly
be said that it would be morally wrong not to make the payment.

•

Charities Act 2011 – apply to Charity Commission, AG or Court.

•

Need to apply and make a case.

•

Reputation of a Charity is an asset – could be a factor.

•

“Dressing up” an ex gratia as a legal claim?

•

In practice £1,000 will not require Charity Commission consent.

•

Law Commission proposal to have a financial threshold of £1-5k not requiring
consent.

Charity Law Aspects of Safeguarding

Authorisation by the Charity Commission
•

Defending spurious claims.

•

Authorising the use of Charity funds to pay legal costs.

•

Legal costs insurance.

Charity Law Aspects of Safeguarding

Serious Incident Reports to the Charity
Commission
•

Reputation risks.

•

Protection if you report.

•

Reference in annual report.

Charity Law Aspects of Safeguarding

Post OXFAM
The Charity Commission’s Response:
New Strategy for Safeguarding – 4 Strand
Response
1.Emphasise awareness and prevention.
2.Explain the Commission’s supervisory and monitoring role.
3.Describe how the Commission co-operates with other agencies.

4.Set out when and how it intervenes, including the purpose and scope of its
regulatory engagement.

0800 111 4336
info@stoneking.co.uk
stoneking.co.uk

Break – refreshments next door

Safeguarding – Institutional Integrity
and The Common Good?

DR E MORGAN
BARRISTER , NINE ST JOHN STREET MANCHESTER
VISITING PROFESSOR, KATHOLIEKE UNIVERSITEIT LEUVEN

Primary Points of Reference
•
•
•
•

1917 Code of Canon Law
1983 Code of Canon Law
National Guidance [Nolan/Cumberlege]
Sacramentorum Sanctitatis Tutela [Motu
proprio and subsequent norms].

Core Concepts
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Juridic Personality
Ecclesial Participation
Record Management
The power and exercise of governance
Canonical Offences
Interrelationship with civil processes
Jurisdiction

Communion
“Those baptised are fully in the communion of the Catholic
Church on this earth who are joined with Christ in its visible
structure by the bonds of the profession of faith, the
sacraments and ecclesiastical governance.” [c205]
For religious – particular norms include: cc
Limitation on activities [c671]
Transfer [c684§1]
Departure [cc686§1, c689§1, ]
Exclusion [c689§1]
Dismissal [c694§1-696]

Relational Documents
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Internal Constitutions
Resolutions of Councils/Chapters
References/Testimonials
Applications
Screening/Medical examinations
Formation documentation
Operational records [Postulancy; Novitiate; Vows;
Dispensations/indults;
Dismissal/Exclusion
and
incardination]

• NB The GDPR

Personality and Participation
•
•
•
•
•
•

Autonomy of Religious Communities
The relationship with the Diocese
Joint Venture arrangements
Rights of Visitation
The role of the Conference of Religious
Relationship to the Bishops’ Conference

Nature of Governance
• c130 CIC: “Of itself, the power of governance
is exercised for the external forum;
sometimes, however it is exercised for the
internal forum alone…”
• C223 §2: “In view of the common good,
ecclesiastical authority can direct the exercise
of rights which are proper to the Christian
faithful…

Limits of Governance
“No one is permitted to harm illegitimately the good
reputation which a person possesses nor to injure the
right of any person to protect his own privacy” [c220]
“The sacramental seal is inviolable; therefore, it is
absolutely forbidden for a confessor to betray in any
way a penitent in words or in any manner and for any
reason” [c983 §1]
NB Important implications for knowledge and duty of
prevention [cf 240§2 and ]

Canonical Offences
c1321: “No one is punished unless the
external violation of a law or precept,
committed by the person, is gravely imputable
by reason of malice or negligence…”

“Decision Makers”
• Affiliation
to
Diocesan
Commissions
• LADO / Statutory Agencies
• Diocesan Bishop
• Parish Priests
• Other Interest Parties

Safeguarding

Preliminary Private Investigation
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mandate
Scope
Subject Matter
“Semblance of Truth”
Reserved Delicts and CDF
Reporting to CDF and votum
Stay pending civil processes

Interrelationship with Civil Processes
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Precedence
Privilege against self-incrimination
Presumption of Innocence
Administrative leave [c223 §2]
Covenants of care
Financial Provision
Accommodation issues

Post Civil Process
• Reserved delict
• Prescription
• Co-operation v compulsion
“An act placed out of force inflicted on a person from without,
which the person was not able to resist in any way, is considered as
never to have taken place.” [c125]
“An act placed out of ignorance or out of error concerning
something which constitutes its substance or which amounts to a
condition sine qua non is invalid. Otherwise, it is valid, unless the
law makes other provision. An act of entered into out of ignorance
or error, however, can give rise to a recissory action according to
the norm of law” [c126]

Recurring Issues
•
•
•
•

Procedures for restoration
Psychological assessment
Covenants of Care
Continuing Financial support [e.g. c702 §2]

Law questions and answers

Break – lunch next door

INSURANCE, APOLOGIES, REDRESS
AND INQUIRIES
13 March 2018
Paula Jefferson & Sharon Moohan
Partners, BLM
E: paula.jefferson@blmlaw.com
E: sharon.moohan@blmlaw.com

INSURANCE
‣ Which insurance? Know your insurance history
‣ Who were the insurers at the time of the alleged abuse?
‣ What insurance cover did you have? Public Liability, Employer’s Liability
‣ Relevance to current insurers?

‣ When and what to notify?
‣ Circumstances giving rise to a claim

‣
‣
‣
‣

Multiple insurers
Single or multiple events
Levels of indemnity
Exclusions
‣ Deliberate acts
‣ Controlling minds

‣ Territorial limits

APOLOGIES
‣ Compensation Act 2006 s2
‣ “An apology, an offer of treatment or other redress, shall not
of itself amount to an admission of negligence or breach of
statutory duty.”
‣ Application in a vicarious liability setting

‣ When to make an apology?
‣ How to make an apology?

‣ What to say?
‣ Insurers interest
‣ IICSA – child migration report

REDRESS – WHY?
“Because of the nature and impact of the abuse
they suffered, many victims of child sexual abuse
have not had the opportunity to seek
compensation for their injuries that many
Australians generally can take for granted. While
it cannot now be made feasible for many of those
who have experienced institutional child sexual
abuse to seek common law damages, there is a
clear need to provide avenues for survivors to
obtain effective redress for this past abuse.”
The Royal Commission into Institutional
Responses to Child Sexual Abuse – Australia

REDRESS – WHAT DOES IT MEAN?
‣ Core elements:
‣ Apologies
‣ Pastoral Support/counselling
‣ Common experience payments
‣ Tariff damages/points
‣ Aggravated damages
‣ Scheme/procedures
‣ Legal costs
‣ Insurance
‣ Does it mean?
‣ Quicker and more straightforward process?
‣ Greater fairness?
‣ Will it replace compensation claims?
‣ Will it impact on investigations and inquiries?

REDRESS – LATEST POSITION
‣ Northern Ireland
‣ Recommendations January 2017
‣ Damages of up to maximum of £100,000
‣ Australia

‣ Recommendations September 2015
‣ Scheme to be effective from 1 July 2018 for a period of 10 years
‣ Voluntary opt-in options

‣ Damages of up to A$150,000 (£85,000)
‣ Scotland - CELCIS – Financial Redress Consultation and Engagement –
recommendations awaited

REDRESS – COMMON EXPERIENCE
‣

Also referred to as Harm’s Way or Harsh Environment Payment

‣

Principle is exposure to a risk

‣

No specific injury suffered so unlikely to trigger any insurance cover

‣

Historical Institutional Abuse Inquiry (Northern Ireland) (HIA)

‣

‣

Children exposed to a harsh, environment although not themselves abused, were exposed to the general
regime and thus could be considered to have been abused and so should be entitled to compensation.

‣

The recommended award for those who suffered from being in a harsh environment is £7500.

Lambeth’s Children’s Home Redress Scheme
‣

In December 2017 Lambeth Council approved a scheme to provide compensation to former residents of
children’s homes within the Borough. The scheme is open to “people who as children were abused or
feared abuse at a Lambeth Children’s Home and/or Shirley Oaks Primary School”

‣

To receive a Harm’s Way payment an individual has to prove that they were resident at the
home/attended the school and on a balance of probabilities were exposed to a harsh environment.

‣

A harsh environment is one where they were in fear of abuse, neglect or cruelty. To prove that an
applicant is required to provide a statement which confirms that “their experience interfered with their
ability to experience happiness and fulfilment during their childhood…”

‣

Damages will be paid at a rate of between £1,000 (for less than a week) on a scale up to £10,000 for six
months or more. In addition damages for abuse will be paid of up to a maximum of £125,000.

REDRESS – COMMON EXPERIENCE CONT’D
‣ IICSA – Child Migration
‣ On 1 March 2018 IICSA published its first case study report. This
was in connection with the practice of child migration.
‣ Within the report it is recommended that HM Government
establishes a redress scheme for surviving former child migrants
providing an equal award to every applicant on the basis that they
were all exposed to the risk of sexual abuse.
‣ No figure is stated but in the HIA recommendations they too
included an award for child migrants and the sum proposed is
£20,000 each

IICSA & SCAI
‣

‣

Independent Inquiry into Child Sexual Abuse (England & Wales) –
‣

First report published

‣

Hearings
‣

Held – Child Migration, Rochdale, Benedictine 1, the Internet, Chichester

‣

Forthcoming
‣

2018 – Accountability & Reparations; Peter Ball; Children in Custodial Institutions;
Nottinghamshire Councils; Archdiocese of Birmingham

‣

2019 – Westminster; Children Overseas; Benedictine 2

‣

Research papers – Child Sexual Abuse within the Catholic & Anglican Churches

‣

Truth project

Scottish Child Abuse Inquiry –
‣

‣

Hearings
‣

Held - Phase 1 – governance, legal relationships etc of all core participants

‣

Forthcoming 2018
‣

Phase 2 – Catholic orders - case study re Sisters of Nazareth

‣

Phase 3 – Quarriers, Aberlour & Barnardo’s

Research

REPUTATION
MANAGEMENT
Communicating in a crisis

The only thing necessary for
the triumph of evil is for
good men to do nothing.
- Edmund Burke

Topics we will cover:

• How to approach a crisis
• Who should handle a crisis?

• How to act in a crisis
• How to prepare for the unexpected
• How to rebuild your reputation

Communicating Vs Silence

• Staying silent will undoubtedly damage
reputation
• Others will fill the void left by you with
commentary
• By communicating you can put your viewpoint
• By communicating you can control the message
• … Silence is not a viable option

Mandatories for Communicating

Whoever is responsible for handling your reputation
should:
• Have a sound knowledge of your organization
• Have a clear understanding of how the
organization is perceived externally
• Know the facts and the background

Know your facts – do not wing it!
PLEASE
• Nothing is more dangerous to your
organisation’s reputation than presenting
misleading or false information. If you get it
wrong it will come back to haunt you and could
result in a negative story turning into a media
storm.
• Prepare yourself as much as
possible for any questions
that might come up.
• Know the basics.
• Video: Sarah Palin: ‘I read all the news’:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9go38MgZ4w8

Know your key messages, rehearse your
narrative
“Does anybody have any questions for my answers?”
- Henry Kissinger

1)

Hone your messages to a few

2)

Keep your messages concise, sincere and factual

3)

Denials and “buts” will damage reputation

Sense checked statements

We again apologise to anyone who has suffered abuse whether
psychological, physical, sexual or neglect on any occasion when
the sisters’ standard of care fell below what was expected of
them. It was always the desire of the order to provide a safe
place for children and when we failed on any occasion, we want
to express our deepest regret.
This has been a traumatic time for those survivors and victims
who have come forward however; we sincerely hope it has also
been an opportunity to find some relief. This has been an
opportunity for many to tell their story, to be heard and to
have their experience formally recorded for history. We hope
that it has aided or at least started a period of recovery for
them.

Sense checked statements

The congregation is saddened that any child suffered
under the order’s care at the former St Joseph’s
training school, Middleton, Co Armagh.
We thank our former residents who came forward to the
Inquiry and we express our heartfelt sorrow to those who
endured suffering while in our care.

This should not have happened.
For those who did suffer we pray for healing to bring
compassion, hope and light to their lives.

Sense checked statements

Today we welcome the beginning of the public hearings
as an important step in the ongoing process of healing
the deep wounds inflicted by abuse in some catholic run
homes in Northern Ireland.

We are committed to fully cooperating and engaging with
the Inquiry and its deliberations.
The Church has embarked on its own process of atonement
and healing to bring compassion, hope and light to this
very dark episode in our history.

Sense checked statements
The awful wrong done to survivors of child sex abuse and their
families is still hard to comprehend. For the covering up of crimes of
abuse we ask for forgiveness, the church will always bear this wound.
I pledge to continue to put all resources in place to help and support
victims.
I offer my unreserved apology for historic cases of child
abuse by some members of this diocese and for the failure of the
church when dealing with those so wrongfully hurt.
I am encouraged, and I hope that all those who take the opportunity to
read the review, (www.downandconnor.com) will be encouraged by the
overall endorsement of our current diocesan policies and procedures,
conforming to the highest standards. This review confirms that when
people come forward today they that they will be listened to and
action will be taken promptly. Sadly, for survivors, this improvement
has come far too late. But I am encouraged, not just for our safe
guarding team of dedicated professionals but for the hundreds of
volunteers who came forward to help the clergy and religious at a time of
deep mistrust.

Do your research: know who you are talking to
TV
Pre recorded/Live/In studio/
Print
Statement/Interview/feature/Co-Ed

Radio/Podcasts
Provides opportunity to fully outline your position. However
phone- ins/pre-recorded interviews can be cut/studios are often
streamed.
Digital platforms
Owned and borrowed platforms.

Never say no comment

Three things you DON’T want to do is
a) Lie
b) Wing It
c) Say ‘no comment’

Five things you can say instead of No Comment

Fail to prepare, prepare to fail

• Being prepared for the unexpected
should be a key part of your on-going
communications
• Disproportionate focus on the media
will leave a vacuum with other
stakeholders
• No post-mortem or crisis strategy leads
to lack of learning and inability to
rebuild reputation

Before the crisis hits…
• You need to anticipate scenarios and prepare for
them
• Prepare a ‘crisis manual’
• Consider all your stakeholders
• Include all relevant contact details
• Prepare draft statements to cover a number of
scenarios which can be adapted as required
• Draft the likely steps that will need taken in
anticipated circumstances
• Identified spokesperson/s to undertake issue
specific media training

When a crisis hits…
• Be agile
• Look to your crisis manual and the steps you have
developed
• Gather all the most up to date facts
• Develop a robust Q&A
• Not just the questions you can answer but also
those that you cannot currently answer
• Develop a draft statement
• Note media and other enquiries and commit to giving a
timely response
• Consider how you will respond statement/interview
• Issue your agreed statement and/or agree to interview
• Monitor how media and other stakeholders are handling
the story

To interview or not to interview
•

An interview given by a knowledgeable spokesperson who knows
the messaging and the narrative and is empathetic can do
much to contain a story and limit damage to reputation

•

Interviews should never be given if the spokesperson is
unprepared

•

If
•
•
•

•

Video: David Cameron ‘losing the plot’:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dBlDfp85gP8

an interview is agreed to ask of the interviewing outlet:
Who will conduct the interview
What questions will be asked
Who else will be interviewed on the segment

After the crisis
• Following a crisis a forensic analysis should be
conducted
• All media and stakeholder coverage should be
collated and reviewed

• The crisis manual should be updated to include
key learnings
• Journalists who covered the story should be
engaged

• A programme of positive engagement should be
developed and implemented

Break – refreshments next door

Accounting and disclosure considerations
Amanda Francis

Being accountable and transparent
 Trustees’ responsibilities
 No issues:
– Trustees’ reports
 Issues have arisen:
– Serious Incident Reports
– Trustees’ reports
– Accounts
 Funding costs and redress

The role of the Charity Commission
“We do not administer child protection legislation and we do not
investigate individual instances of abuse – that is for the police
and safeguarding authorities to lead on.”
“Our role focuses on the work of trustees and the steps they take
to protect the charity and its beneficiaries and comply with their
duty to manage their charity responsibly.”
Tackling abuse and mismanagement 2014-15 – full report
The Charity Commission

Trustees’ responsibilities
“Trustees should proactively safeguard and promote the welfare of their charity’s
beneficiaries. They must take reasonable steps to ensure that their beneficiaries
and others who come into contact with their charity do not, as a result, come to
harm. This should be a key governance priority for trustees…….”
“It is therefore essential that trustees:

 Know their responsibilities
 Have adequate measures in place to assess and address safeguarding risks
 Have adequate safeguarding policies and procedures appropriate to their
charity’s particular circumstances and which reflect both the law and best
practice
 Make sure that these policies and procedures are effectively implemented and
regularly reviewed….”
Strategy for dealing with safeguarding issues in charities
The Charity Commission, December 2017

Risk management
“Charity trustees should regularly review
and assess the risks faced by their charity in
all areas of its work and plan for the
management of those risks. Risk is an
everyday part of charitable activity and
managing it effectively is essential if the
trustees are to achieve their key objective
and safeguard their charity’s funds and
assets.”
Charity Commission Guidance (CC26)

Risk management and safeguarding
 Involve trustees / senior management / volunteers and revisit annually

 Consider likelihood and impact of each identified risk:
– Scenario risks – whole risk universe and “Black swans”
 Risk mapping/scoring system

 Concentrate on major risks – potentially severe impact and high
likelihood
 Establish controls already in place

 Determine actions required - The 4T’s:
TREAT



take proportionate action

TOLERATE



informed decision

TERMINATE



cease the activity

TRANSFER



insurance / outsource

Risk management in your trustees’ report
SORP 2015, Paragraph 1.46:
Trustees’ report should include “a description of the principal risks and
uncertainties facing the charity and its subsidiary undertakings, as identified by
the charity trustees, together with a summary of their plans and strategies for
managing those risks”.

Given the work of religious congregations and the issues we have heard about
today:

Safeguarding MUST be referred to in your trustees’ report as a key risk. Ideally
your trustees’ report should contain a detailed summary of your safeguarding
policy including the name of the key person responsible for safeguarding within
the Congregation.

Safeguarding policy - contents
Safeguarding children and Young People – a policy paper published by the Charity
Commission in July 2014 states that a safeguarding policy should include:


the welfare of the child is paramount and that no child or group of children must be treated
any less favourably than others in being able to access services which meet their
particular needs



all children without exception have the right to protection from abuse regardless of gender,
ethnicity, disability, sexuality or beliefs



the policy is reviewed, approved and endorsed by the board of trustees annually or when
legislation changes



who the policy applies to (ie all trustees, staff and volunteers)



children and parents are informed of the policy and procedures as appropriate



all concerns, and allegations of abuse will be taken seriously by trustees, staff and
volunteers and responded to appropriately



a commitment to safe recruitment, selection and vetting



reference to principles, legislation and guidance that underpin the policy



arrangements for policy and procedures review

Example – absolute minimum disclosure
Protection of children and vulnerable adults
The Trustees recognise the absolute necessity of ensuring the protection and safeguarding of all
those whom the charity serves, especially children and vulnerable adults regardless of their
background, gender, ethnicity, disability, sexuality or beliefs. Sister [
] is the named
Safeguarding Officer for the Province and is trained accordingly. All the Sisters in the Province and
all members of staff and volunteers, who are in contact with people through their ministry, have an
Advanced Disclosure from the Disclosure and Barring Service (DBS). The Trustees are committed
to implementing all the policies and procedures of the Catholic Safeguarding Advisory Council,
England and Wales (CSAC) and the National Office for the Protection of Children and Vulnerable
Adults in Scotland (NOPCVA). They take responsibility for identifying, preventing, investigating and
responding to all allegations or incidents of abuse. The charity’s detailed policy on safeguarding is
reviewed at least annually by the Trustees.
In 2015 Her Majesty’s Government took specific action to establish a public inquiry into institutional
abuse of children (Independent Inquiry into Child Sexual Abuse). This inquiry is considered to be
the most comprehensive ever commissioned by any government and is expected to run for at least
five years. There is also a Public Inquiry (The National Inquiry into Historical Abuse) commissioned
by Scottish Ministers under the Inquiries Act 2005. Ms Susan O’Brien QC is the Chair of the Inquiry
and the other members of the Panel are Mr Glenn Houston and Professor Michael Lamb. This
Inquiry began taking evidence in March 2016.
Both Inquiries will inevitably be the focus of media attention. Consequently, the Trustees are
conscious of the impact and importance of this inquiry and welcome the focus on victims and
survivors of historic abuse.

Serious Incident Reports
 What should you report?
 Who should report?
 When should you report?
 Should you get advice?
– Legal advisers

– Accountants / auditors
– Public relations advisers
 Reporting to others:

– Police
– Local Authorities
– Regulators such as CQC and Ofsted

 Annual return

Trustees’ report disclosure
 As before, a summary of the charity’s safeguarding policy and the
name of the person responsible within the charity for safeguarding
 A brief summary of any issues that have occurred during the year and
confirmation that they have been reported to the Charity Commission

 What the charity has done as a result, a summary of lessons learned
and reassurance
 Reference to other matters related to safeguarding such as the
delivery of documentary evidence to an Inquiry and the provision of
evidence to such Inquiries
 Tempting as it may seem - do not try to cover up or hide – openness
and transparency is the best policy

Trustees’ report disclosures
 An explanation of the financial impact and cross reference (if
relevant) to the accounts
 Actions taken to mitigate the financial impact
– Insurance
– Financial planning
 The impact on the charity’s financial position and its financial
reserves / solvency
 Reserves policy

Accounts disclosures
 Reserves
 Contingent liabilities:
– A possible obligation that arises from past events where its existence
will be confirmed only by the occurrence of one or more uncertain future
events not wholly within the charity’s control; or
– A present obligation that arises from past events but which is not
recognised in the accounts – either because it is not probable that a
transfer of economic benefits will be required to settle the obligation, or
because the amount of the obligation cannot be measured with
sufficient liability
– A brief description and an estimate of its financial effect, factors
affecting the timing of settlement and the possibility of reimbursement
 Actual liabilities – creditors and provisions

Funding costs and redress
 Financial cost of Inquiries and defending the charity in legal
actions can be significant and may be similar to the cost of
redress
 Reviewing insurance cover

 Assessing the potential financial consequences and the timing
thereof
 Reviewing the charity’s assets with a view to identifying where
the finance will come from to settle an obligation
– Cash
– Investments
– Property

 Revisiting longer term financial position and obligations / plans

Questions and answers

